Festival...

FESTIVAL THAT KEEPS ON GROWING
“AsterFest” is an incredible mixture of its country’s cinematography
and ambience
“AsterFest” – ﬁve years after. The ﬁrst question that arises regarding this
mini jubilee refers to its characteristic, and the second one, whether in such a short
time it succeeded in gaining signiﬁcance.
The most important characteristic during its ﬁve years of existence is the
fact that this Strumica ﬁlm festival is continuing to develop. It is something that
has distinguished it from all other ﬁlm festivals in Macedonia and turned it into a
ﬁlm event which must be taken into consideration seriously. The festival which is
dedicated to the Southeastern European independent short ﬁction and documentary
ﬁlms and its artistic director, Goran Trenchovski, showed that sometimes it is
possible to win the battle with the windmills. Despite all the problems that a festival
is faced with at its beginnings, “AsterFest” has proven that it is possible to overcome
that without large oscillations, that it is possible to cross the borders easily and to
capture new spiritual spaces. It also proved it possible, even without a state support
during the ﬁrst years, to endure with lots of love and a large stake.
Regarding its signiﬁcance, it is presented through all that has been done in
the last ﬁve years. And a lot has been done. It has brought a respectable program;
it has brought signiﬁcant ﬁlm authors; it has succeeded in discovering several
new authors; it has invited the Macedonian ﬁlm directors who work abroad; it has
magically included the ambience and everything that is typical for Strumica in the
ﬁlm program; it has created new cinematic spaces; it has attracted audience and
ﬁlmmakers from the country and the region, and has made the festival well-known
in Macedonia and outside its borders as well.
It is interesting that “AsterFest” has succeeded in connecting what seems to
be unconnectable, i.e. what everybody wants to do but they cannot do it. That is to
be local and dedicated to the Macedonian ﬁlm, and at the same time to continue
expanding internationally. “AsterFest”originates from Strumica; it draws its strength
from its town, from its inhabitants, from its history, from authentic archaeological
sites that are its integral part. It orients more and more towards promotion of the
Macedonian ﬁlm and Macedonian authors, towards their discovery and stimulation.
At the same time, “AsterFest” continually brings a growing number of ﬁlms from
many countries, guests, contacts and makes portraits of signiﬁcant authors with
large contribution to the world of ﬁlms, such as Rangel Valchanov from Bulgaria,
Karoly Vicsek from Serbia, Lordan Zafranovic from Croatia and our author Branko
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Gapo. In ﬁve years, this festival has presented over 300 ﬁlms from 70 states from
all over the world. The focus on the Macedonian ﬁlm is especially important for this
festival. With its concept to screen short ﬁction and creative documentary ﬁlms,
it becomes a crucial place for promotion of Macedonian ﬁlms of young authors.
Namely, short ﬁction and documentaries are rarely distributed and Strumica is
the starting point for their international festival journey. There is also its course
towards ﬁnding and connecting with Macedonian ﬁlm authors who work abroad.
“AsterFest“ becomes a place where they can come back home and at the same time
get international promotion as well.
This small, but great festival has set many precedents. It has managed to create
cinematic spaces from the magniﬁcent archaeological sites. All guests are thrilled
by the antique thermal spa in Bansko, as well as the Monastery in Veljusa. It is also
interesting that it does not stop here, but succeeds to transform the incredible places
in the town, such as the Small park, “Staro zabavishte” etc. into cinematic spaces. On
the other hand, “AsterFest” does not last only during the festival days at the end of
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May, but as no other festival, it continues throughout the entire year. Tiberiopolian
ﬁlm nights held each month in Strumica or the rerun screenings of awarded ﬁlms
each year, within the summer cultural manifestations, have become a tradition.
For the last ﬁve years, “AsterFest” has grown into a really remarkable
and original festival, dedicated to the new trends and alternative forms. Every
year it also promotes smaller cinematographies, and it introduced an award for
that purpose. But, concerning the awards, again it took into consideration the
characteristics of our cinematography and our ambiance, since only in this festival
they seem to become more and more indissoluble. The “Aco Aleksov” award
dedicated to Macedonian author, the “gOLDen projector” award – gift from Nakje
Tufekchiev, then the special award “Aster” which goes to the veterans, and promotes
the old name of Strumica. Everyone knows about the Astraion sky; everyone knows
about our cultural heritage, our rich archeological sites, history and tradition. Since
“AsterFest” managed to make an extraordinary connection and it gave this festival
a much wider meaning that goes beyond the borders of the ﬁlm, culture and history
of a country, opening new horizons which deﬁnitely secure its bright future in the
years to come.
Sunchica UNEVSKA
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Symposium
OLD STARS ON THE NEW SCREEN
-The birth of AsterFest“Old stars” will never fade away. Whatever happens at the historical or
political scene, they will continue to generate unbreakable rays with the reality
of life. “New screen” might diversify further. The frame will vary, the format will
improve, the color will pulse, but thanks to the screen, the core represented through
the picture will survive. The aura of the ﬁlm plan creates an icon with autochthonic,
almost cosmic values. The star dust has reincarnated into a new substance, through
our immediate need for imagination. Old stars on the new screen are cultural
phenomenon of the 21st century. Besides the technical and technological ups and
downs, we, citizens of the new millennium, this time in the role of preservers of
the creative ﬁlm mind, each from our own point of view, try to detect this thematic
frame. Using words, pictures, and letters as well...
(initial frame for the Symposium – introduction for AsterFest)
One point everywhere, all points into one.
(from PLANETARISMS by Kiro Urdin)
...In the future, can we think of consistency of the form of the ﬁlm, or to
which point the ﬁlm will come closer to the audience; will cinemas undergo
functional changes? Whether the technologies will be the only power to oﬀer and
spontaneously impose innovative additions. In the human conscience all of them
create hypothetical responses that impose creation of individual truths. But, will
those truths have the strength and power of self-important inventiveness which
in the future, might impose realized creative assumption that would be upgraded
with its own methods and rules?
(from TRUTH OR FILM by Davor Tocinovski)
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...The thesis in the title of the symposium requires an answer to the questions:
“What is a new screen?”, “What is an old star?”, “Is the old screen inevitably stale?”,
“Is the new star fresh for sure?”...
The true answers to these questions can be included only into one aspect.
We should seek the truth in the idea of, in this case, the ﬁlm product. For example:
to look for the answers to these questions in the comparative analysis of the ﬁlms
“Himmel uber Berlin” and “City of Angels”. Both ﬁlms are based on the same idea,
or, in fact, the second is a remake of the ﬁrst one. The ﬁrst was shot in 1989, and the
second one 11 years later. Thus, the ﬁrst one is old, and the second is new, or newer.
But, which one is newer in the idea?
If there is something like“Divine comedy”in the ﬁlm, then that would certainly
be the ﬁlm “Der himmel uber den Berlin”, or “Wings of desire”, title under which this
ﬁlm by Wim Wenders appeared on the Western European market in 1989...
(from WENDERS AS HOMER by Zoran Bojarovski)
...The eﬀect of single components of the ﬁlm creation (image, dynamics,
space) on the viewer is far more complex than in other arts, upon the senses as well
as on psychological level, when experiencing the reality conveyed through the ﬁlm;
even when there is a strong inﬂuence of the samples from the theatre and ﬁne arts
in the solutions...
(from BEGINNINGS OF AN ART by Erdogan Maksut)
...In English, the symbol used for the star is called asterisk. Etymologically, it
relates to the astral, stellar meaning, which suggests that if we examine the astral
dimension of the ﬁlm stars, there is a whole macro world, a cosmic outer space
that seems endless, but is still ﬁnite. Finality is deﬁned by the biographies of the
characters. Those who play multiplied by those played by. We would simply call that
– law of ﬁlm substance. It is formed by the substance resulting from planned game
in front of the camera, that magical tool, descendant of the ancient telescopes used in
our observatories, the traces of which we are still discovering and admiring proudly.
Asteropeus, as an authentic human person, ﬁrstly somewhere around here in
the heart of Paeonia, among his people, as their leader, and then as a hero described
also by Homer, who planted the seed of cosmopolitanism and in a way, is maybe
the ﬁrst who, with his spiritual baggage, set the foundations on a ground that up
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to today is very fertile from multiple aspects. In fact, even the oldest antique sites
(before the ancient Macedonians) in a form of a settlement in that area are near
Astraion or the Town of Stars, named after the followers of Asteropeus, the Astrai.
If we, for a moment, forget about the legends, myths and facts, we will
again face the star moments. With a ﬁlm speed we will come across Tiberius and
Struma, but the common thing will always be the Macedonian sky. Sky with stars,
sky of stars.
Passing through thousands of asteroids of sorrow and joy, we will slowly
reach the era of kinetic magic, when foreigners with local support put on screen the
episode about a komitadji leader known as Vancho Karasulski and his south-eastern
companions, where for the ﬁrst time in the history of the world, a story from the
Balkans is shown, from this very soil, from this starry ambience...
(from OLD STARS ON A NEW SCREEN by Goran Trenchovski)
...Many ancient people believed in the stars and made human sacriﬁces
to the goddess of the Moon and the sky, the stars, love and fertility. Various Asian
people had various names for this goddess. The Phoenicians called her Astarta, the
Assyrians - Ishtar, and she was also known as Astartu. The Judeans were punished by
the God of their fathers, whose name they do not pronounce, because of scarifying
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human victims to Astarta, and were banned from Judea, while Jerusalem was
destroyed and then they started misnaming the goddess Ashtoreth. Aster means
star, while aster-like is star-like, the one originating from the stars; asterisma - a
group of stars, constellation. In the physics, asterism is term used for light eﬀect
where from a certain light point, light beams come out.
In the ﬁlm terminology, the word “star” denotes artists, directors,
screenwriters, cameramen and producers, who the audience accepts as idols and
builds a kind of cult toward them.
It is interesting that in the Middle Ages, the Skomrahs (Skomrahi) and later
on during the Ottoman ruling, the Karagjozi in the travelling acting groups, were
despised by the people due to the terrible change of identity during the acting,
while the church excommunicated them from its community.
The mass media in the 20th century have drastically altered this picture...
(from ASTERS, SKOMRAHI, FESTIVALS... by Atanas Chuposki)
...The ﬁlm looked like an ordinary product that, after being consumed, could
easily be thrown away. This development resulted also from the express technology
development: the appearance of the video on the appealing TV screens with various
dimensions, etc. The replacement of the cinema, of that magical space like the
antique amphitheaters, with the comfortableness of the home (arm chair, remote
control, small TV screen) eliminated the illusion of an “event”, of a mythical event in
the reality of which we believe unconditionally.
If the ﬁlm has lost its peacemaking power, it is questionable whether the
“old stars”, put in a new context (TV screen), will be recognized and received in the
way they were before.
The man as homo simbolicum – regardless of the babbling of the apologists
of the postmodern agnosticism –is in inevitable need of the myth, of the mythical
stories...
(from MYTHICAL CONTEXT by Aco Gogov)
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Impressions
IMPRESSIONS
Ilindenka Petrusheva
...The tradition of going to cinema in Strumica began a long time ago. In fact,
the ﬁrst ﬁlm screenings were held about ninety years ago, in the year 1918 when
Nikola Badzakov from Strumica got a movable cinema projector and a few silent
movies, and at the carding plant of Stanoevi held night screenings. Five years later,
in 1923, he moved his cinema to a more comfortable place – at the modern store
of Petar Belev, which was located in the very center of the town. In 1927 Gjuljap
Sulejmanov built the permanent cinema “Balkan” with a summer outdoor cinema.
Silent movies were shown at this cinema, but during the Second World War a sound
projector was obtained, so the people of Strumica could fully enjoy the ﬁlm media.
We should also mention the fact that in 1930 in Strumica, Ilija Dzonov came from
Bogdanci and started screening ﬁlms at the restaurants “Vardar” and “Yugoslavija”
as well at the summer outdoor restaurant of the Bristol Hotel. After the Second
World War, the “Balkan” cinema continued to work, and a short period after that the
cinema at the “Dom na Armijata” was opened. So the people of Strumica, all dressed
up, could choose between the repertoires of two cinemas. Until recently!
Today in Strumica there is no cinema!
But there is AsterFest!
“Kinopis”, No. 36, 2009, p. 19-20
Goce Ristovski
NEW MILLENIUM FILMMAKER
...On the cultural map of Macedonia there is another international cultural
manifestation... In the town under Belasica, it victoriously announced its beginning
and ambitious objectives towards which it aims...
“Utrinski vesnik”, No. 1822, 07.07.2005, p. 26
Dejan Trajkoski
FILMS FROM THE WHOLE WORLD
...Films of authors who are born in the countries of Western Balkans or originate from there and live somewhere else in the world are prevailing...
“Vecer”, No. 13170, 13.04.2006, p. 19
Natasha Bunteska
FESTIVAL OF THE NEW MILLENIUM AUTHORS
...Of the authors of the new millennium, of the new ﬁlm expressions, trends
and mixed genre, as well as of the modern technologies in the preparation of ﬁlm
works.
“Vreme”, No. 726, 23.05.2006, p. 21
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Ana Vasilevska
ARCHAISM, POSTMODERN AND SMALL STARS FOR LARGE CONSTELLATIONS
...The culturological code of this small environment is slowly discovered
through the manifestation that opens the view and widens the pupils for reception
of something more than boring triviality. Often at the morning meetings of the
authors there is a constructive and ﬁerce polemics for everything that is connected
to the ﬁlm. And here they met. They commented on Sisyphus labor to reach to the
means to realize its work, lack of response from those deciding about the money,
until the moment when it is transformed into creative workshops generating some
future ﬁlm scripts...
“Blesok”, No. 48, May-June, 2006
Srebra Pashovska
ASTERFEST IN THE HONOUR OF THE SEVENTH ART
...Films with artistic characteristics...
“Dnevnik”, No. 3378, 31.05.2007, p. 17
Sunchica Unevska
GOLDEN HORSESHOE FOR THE FILM THIS WAY UP...
...And besides the unusual exhibition of letters addressed to AsterFest,
which was set in the magniﬁcent ambience of the antique Terma in Bansko, the
festival oﬀers another several unusual spaces. Except for the screenings at NUCK
“Anton Panov” and “Dom na ARM”, the ﬁlms are featured also at “Staro zabavishte”
which is a place in Strumica where in 1918 the ﬁrst ﬁlm screening took place. And
another special experience are the outdoor screenings in the Small park under the
oldest tree in the town, where in the so-called cinema-for-free silent black and
white ﬁlms were shown. There is an audience, maybe not much, but the people of
Strumica love and support the festival. It is a fact that it concerns short ﬁction and
documentary ﬁlms which are more diﬃcult to attract larger audience, but the fact
that it is present for ﬁve years and is going upward is enough.
“Utrinski vesnik”, No. 2999, 01.06.2009, p. 15
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Vlatko Galevski
FIVE FOR THE FIFTH ASTERFEST
One new star in the Macedonian cultural sky shines brighter every day.
Strumica festival of documentary and short ﬁlm AsterFest, this year for the ﬁfth
time promotes its program concept, and to the audience and cultural public
presents less known, but very attractive ﬁlm program. Maybe the most important
thing is that this festival is an attempt to revive the interest in the short ﬁction and
documentary production of the Macedonian new authors, a production which in
the few last decades of the past century was ﬂourishing in the ex-Yugoslavia, and
even on important international festivals. In fact, AsterFest in the last ﬁve years
initiates and motivates a slightly forgotten but successful genre tradition in the
Macedonian cinematography and, if not more, only this segment is valid enough
the country and cultural benefactors to support and nourish the festival. Actually,
the increased presence of local authors at the festival is a suﬃcient proof for revival
of this type of ﬁlm activities. On the other hand, AsterFest through several program
disciplines provides an excellent opportunity for introduction of the contemporary
world trends in the ﬁeld of documentary and short ﬁlm.
“Forum”, No. 193, 05.06.2009, p. 55-57
Blagoja Kunovski:
AsterFest created the ﬁlm festival triangle that in fact lacked this very
sineastic and genre cathetus.
(at the opening of the 3rd AsterFest, 31.05.2007)
Rada Sheshic:
We wish AsterFest equally good ﬁlms as this year, more guests, and many
sunny days in the next year...
(as President of the Jury, 04.06.2007)
... Aster Portrait was held with the blessing of the Mitropolit Strumicki
Naum, in the yard of the Monastery of the Holy Mother of God Eleusa in the village
of Veljusa...
(MPC website, 29.05.2008)
Antoanela Dimitrievska:
...Except for the carnival, this is the ﬁfth year Strumica is well known for its
international ﬁlm festival of docs and shorts AsterFest...
(Deutsche Welle Radio in Macedonian, 30.05.2009)
Other headlines:
Strumica has got a ﬁlm festival – “Vest”, 24.06.2005; A bunch of attractive
and quality ﬁlms – “Makedonija denes”, 27.06.2005; Protection of the art value of
the documentary ﬁlm - ”Nova Makedonija”, 03.05.2006
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Portfolio
PORTFOLIO

AsterFest #1
2005 (24-26 June)
z
z
z
z
z

“Old Stars on the New Screen” symposium (28 May)
Screening of around 60 ﬁlms from 14 South-eastern European countries
Promotion of the book “Sun on a Pole“
Visits to the cultural and historical heritage sites of Strumica region
Focus on the contemporary ﬁlm and video forms of Hungary

AsterFest #2
2006 (26-29 May)
z
z

Winner of Aster – Branko GAPO (1931-2008, Macedonia)
International oﬃcial jury composed of the directors: Branko Gapo (Macedonia),
Manuel Zimmer (Germany), Burbuche Berisha (Kosovo), decided on the following awards:
¾ Golden Horseshoe – SHUFFLE - POLITICS, BULLSHIT AND ROCK’N’ROLL by
Ylber Mehmedaliu & Edon Rizvanolli; production Deebeeduss/1224 (Kosovo)
¾ Silver Horseshoe – SEVDAH - THE BRIDGE THAT SURVIVED by Mira Erdevicki;
production Archimboldo/BBC (Bosnia and Hercegovina/Great Britain)
¾ Bronze Horseshoe – NEW ELDORADO by Tibor Kocsis; production Flora Film
(Hungary)
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¾
¾

Special award “gOLDen Projector” - COLOURS IN TIME by Stefan Shashkov;
production Delta Polzer (Macedonia)
Promotion of Movieland – Moldavia and a block of ﬁlms from Cyprus

AsterFest #3
2007 (31 May)
z
z
z

The festival was held under the motto ‘discovery of new cinematic spaces’
Winner of Aster – Karoly VICSEK (1941, Vojvodina)
The international oﬃcial јury composed of Rada Sheshic (Netherlands), Veton
Nurkollari (Kosovo), Zoran Stefanovic (Serbia), decided on the following awards:
¾ Golden Horseshoe – GRANDMOTHERS OF REVOLUTION by Petra Selishkar;
production Petra Pan (Slovenia/Cuba/Macedonia/Holland)
¾ Silver Horseshoe – SUGAR TOWN: Bridegrooms by Kimon Tsakiris; production
Anemnon/Bioptik/Arte/ZDF (Greece/Germany)
¾ Bronze Horseshoe – WITH EXTREME CRUELTY by Rossen Elezov; production B
plus (Bulgaria)
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¾
¾

Special award “gOLDen Projector” – THE GIRL AND HER ACCORDION by Biljana
Garvanlieva; production Gebruder Betz (Germany)
The jury consisted of critics (Vlatko Galevski, Ilindenka Petrusheva, Blagoja
Kunovski) for the best short Albanian ﬁlm in the category Movieland pronounced the ABANDONED EDEN by Eno Milkani; production B and G ﬁlm pro

AsterFest #4
2008 (27/28-31 May)
z
z
z

z

z

The festival was held under the motto “boundless ﬁlm views”, celebrating the
90-year anniversary since the ﬁrst movie screening in Strumica
Winner of Aster – Lordan ZAFRANOVIC (1944, Croatia)
The international oﬃcial jury composed of ﬁlm authors chaired by Lordan
Zafranovik (Czech Republic) with the members Antonio Mitrikeski (Macedonia)
and Ilir Harxhi (Albania), decided on the following awards:
¾ Golden Horseshoe – THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM and other stories by Andrey
Paounov; production Agitprop (Bulgaria)
¾ Silver Horseshoe – HOME by Gjorche Stavreski; production Lokomotiva
(Macedonia/Croatia)
¾ Bronze Horseshoe – SERBIAN NAILS by Dimitar Anakiev; production DAF
(Slovenia)
¾ Special award “gOLDen Projector” – SINKING VILLAGE by Marton Szirmai;
production Instant ﬁlms (Hungary)
A diploma was given to the director of “Ace Slash” Frosina Naumovska, to the
cameramen of “Home” Josip Ivanchic and Dimo Popov and to the ﬁlm “Stairs” by
Ilir Harxhi
The special jury (Ilindenka Petrusheva, Ljupco Stojanovski, Vlatko Galevski) pronounced the ﬁlm WAVES by Adrian Sitaru for the best short Romanian ﬁlm in the
category Movieland, while the newly established award for the best foreign
short ﬁction was given to the ﬁlm SICK by Mike Rymer; production Patchwork
(Great Britain)
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AsterFest #5
2009 (27-31 May)
z
z
z

z
z
z

z

The festival was held under the motto ‘southeastern stories’
Winner of Aster – Rangel VALCHANOV (1928, Bulgaria)
The international oﬃcial jury composed of the ﬁlm authors Slobodan Despotovski
(Macedonia), Dimitar Anakiev (Slovenia) and Milan Nikodijevic (Serbia), decided
on the following awards:
¾ Golden Horseshoe – THIS WAY UP by Georgi Lazarevski (France)
¾ Silver Horseshoe – INTERROGATION by Namik Kabil (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
¾ Bronze Horseshoe –RENE by Helena Trestikova (Czech Republic)
¾ Special award “gOLDen Projector” – BERRIES FROM BROD by Erik Fusco
(Netherlands)
A diploma – special award was given to CHILD by Aljosha Simjanovski (Macedonia)
The newly established award “Aco Aleksov” was given to the ﬁlm AT DAYBREAK
by Gjorche Stavreski
The special jury (Stefan Sidovski, Jagoda Mihaljovska-Georgieva, Marija Dzidzeva,
Jani Bojadzi and Vlatko Galevski) pronounced the ﬁlm THE BR(E)AKING POINT by
Igor Toholj for the best short Serbian ﬁlm in the category Movieland, while the
award for best foreign short ﬁction (category – Global ﬁction) was given to
2BIRDS by Runar Runarrson (Iceland)
Special awards - diploma, according to the mention of this jury was given also to
the ﬁlms HELIUM by Giuseppe Schettino (Italy/Serbia) and ONE by Vardan Tozija
(Macedonia)
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Factography
FACTOGRAPHY
„AsterFest“ (International Film Festival AsterFest) is a festival of ﬁlm authors
and represents an activity organized by the association Tiberiopolian Film Alliance
– Institute for Shorts & Docs (TFA) and the association for festival activities and ﬁlm
production Aster Fest. The manifestation was initiated, founded and promoted by
the director Goran Trenchovski in the year 2005 and supported by a group of local
and foreign intellectuals and ﬁlmmakers.
According to the participation in the realization, the cooperation with individuals and institutions as well as entities and festivals, is welcomed.
The festival is held each year in Strumica with a short review program in
other cities, and also with an appropriate international presentation.
The festival is unique and already recognizable by its physionomy.
(from the Codex of the AsterFest int’l ﬁlm festival)
The idea was publicly announced on 28 May 2005, at the open symposium
„Old stars on the new screen” in “Lovishte” at “Car Samuil” street in Strumica.
The ﬁrst promotional/review pilot edition was held 24 to 26 June 2005.
The organizers of the AsterFest ﬁlm festival (TFA and Aster Fest based in
Strumica, as full rights holders and creators in the preparation and implementation
of the activity, branded and protected through the State Oﬃce of Industrial Property) nurture traditional technical and logistic cooperation with national and local
cultural institutions, creating traditional independent cultural manifestation established 5 years ago, which deals with promotion of ﬁlm and audio-visual works of
the Republic of Macedonia and authors from the international cultural network.
The festival interactively cooperates with “Cinematheque of Macedonia”, as
well as with a base of 15 rotating festival and production entities from abroad, signatories of the memorandum for cooperation.
The ﬁrst two years the festival had almost no state subventions, in 2007 it
was supported by the Ministry of culture with 120.000 MKD, in 2008 the Assembly
of Strumica Municipality approved 180.000 MKD and the Film Fund 900.000 MKD,
while in 2009 the Assembly and the Fund approved 500.000 MKD each. Furthermore,
the festival received grants from Delegation of the European Commission, Pro
Helvetia, the Embassies of Spain, Germany, Sweden, Slovenia and Hungary, and also
cooperated with the Embassies of USA and Norway, as well as Goethe Institute.
It is held regularly each year, usually at the end of May.
So far over 300 titles from about 70 countries have been screened. The
ﬁlms are categorized as follows: AsterDocs, Global Fiction, One Woman/One Film,
Movieland, Merry-Diones, Animac, Homages. The screening locations were the
following: NUCK “Anton Panov”, “Staro zabavishte”, Terma Bansko, Monastery
Veljusa, Hotels „Tiveriopol”, “Ilinden” and “Car Samoil”, Museum, “Dom na tehnichka
kultura”, “Dom na ARM”, Small park...
In competition are: the AsterDocs category (for creative documentaries of
over and less than 30 minutes) signed by authors/professional directors originating
from Europe, short ﬁlms from the Movieland category (each year presenting
diﬀerent country) and short ﬁctions from recent world production.
AsterFest is the only festival in the region that primarily and studiously deals
with professional documentary and short-length ﬁlm, member of the European
Documentary Network (EDN) and the International Documentary Аssociation (IDA).
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Guests
Dimitar Anakiev, Vladimir Angelov, Igor Aleksov, Tomislav Aleksov, Vladimir Andreev,
Ivo Antov, Georgi Barbarovski, Darko Basheski, Burbuqe Berisha, Sonja Blagojevic, Vladimir
Blazevski, Rusomir Bogdanovski, Marticka Bozilova, Jani Bojadzi, Ilija Velev, Karoly Vicsek,
Rangel Valchanov, Petar Volnarovski, Vlatko Galevski, Biljana Garvanlieva, Branko Gapo,
Father Grigorij, Aleksandar Davic, Boris Damovski, Slobodan Despotovski, Suzana Dinevski,
Georgi Dulgjerov, Mimi Gjorgoska–Ilievska, Bogomil Gjuzel, Mladen Djukic, Rossen Elezov,
Lordan Zafranovic, Dejan Iliev, George Kacanski, Violeta Kachakova, Ambassador Adrian
Constantinesku, Danilo Kocevski, Milosh Kodzoman, Blagoja Kunovski, Georgi Lazarevski,
Erdogan Maksut, Jana Maneva, Nikola Madzirov, Mitko Madzunkov, Armin Meinel, Ylber
Mehmedaliu, Eno Milkani, Dorijan Milovanovic, Boris Misirkov, Ivan Mitevski, Antonio
Mitrikeski, Jagoda Mihajlovska–Georgieva, Esat Musliu, Sashko Nasev, Bishop Naum, Sister
Nauma, Frosina Naumovska, Milan Nikodijevik, Veton Nurkollari, Martin Panchevski, Andrey
Paounov, Meto Petrovski, Ilindenka Petrusheva, Jordan Plevnesh, Aleksandar Prokopiev,
Sabina Riedel, Edon Rizvanolli, Goce Ristovski, Petra Selishkar, Stefan Sidovski, Aljosha
Simjanovski, Zoltan Siﬁlis, Gjorche Stavreski, Aleksandar Stankoski, Georgi Stardelov, Igor
Stardelov, Zoran Stefanovic, Ljupcho Stojanovski, Irena Taskovski, Bratislav Tashkovski,
Vardan Tozija, Goran Trajkovski, Nakje Tufekchiev, Sunchica Unevska, Brand Ferro, Ilir
Harxhi, Manuel Zimmer, Ambassador Sava Ceklic, Atanas Chuposki, Nove Cvetanoski, Marija
Dzidzeva, Stefan Shashkov, Elizabeta Sheleva, Rada Sheshic, etc.

***
The AsterFest logo consists of several graphical elements, where the letter
A and the view dominate.
The left diagonal symbolizes the upward road to the former “Balkan” cinema,
while the right vertical represents the downward road to the photographic studios
of the owners Tosho and Burcho.
There is the light (projector, pupil, sun) in the middle.
The upper part symbolizes the motion star and the hill with “Tzar towers”.
Marjan Zahov–Pecev created the logo.
One beautiful day in May in the Anno Domini 20.
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TFA Program
TFA PROGRAM – Strumica
2007
z

10 December
TFA Inauguration screening
¾ THE ECLIPSE
¾ MEDIEVAL FRESQUES IN MACEDONIA

2008
z

25 January
Film heritage archiving
¾ THE BOAT
¾ THE LEGEND OF A KOMITAJI
¾ A SUN BEHIND BARS

z

29 February
Three black and white pearls
¾ GRAIN FOR THE PEOPLE
¾ DOLL
¾ HAPPY HOUSE PAINTER

z

28 March
Short ﬁlms by Mitrikeski
¾ TIME, A DAY, THE DUEL, ECHO, THE LOVE OF KOCHO TOPENCHAROV

z

24 April
Film night of AsterFest in Tetovo

z

25 April
Fragments from RUBLEV and MATTHEW at the local TV stations
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z

9 May
Multimedia project STRUMICA 1918

z

6-10 June
Retrospective of features by Fassbinder

z

19 June
Film night of AsterFest in Kratovo

z

25 July
Film night of AsterFest in Skopje

z

28 August
Film night of AsterFest in Probishtip

z

31 October
Contemporary christian motives of the ﬁlm
¾ TEMPTATION
¾ CHARLIE PARKER, MY LOVE

z

29 November
¾ Portrait of ACO ALEKSOV

z

15 December
Promotion of CD 15 COUNTRYMEN

z

26 December
Three ﬁlms by Strumica authors
¾ SEX, DRUGS AND ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
¾ PISHTA
¾ ADIEUS
1

2009
z

30 January
Promotion of the new editions of books by Mitko Madzunkov and his pronunciation for an honorary member of TFA

z

27 February
Screening of short ﬁlms by Manaki brothers, Manaki photos exhibition and promotion of book about them

z

28 and 29 March
Cowboy ﬁlms (American western)
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z

27-31 May
Realization of the jubilean V edition of AsterFest; pronouncing Ilindenka Petrusheva
an honorary member of TFA

z

(spring-summer)
Capture of new multi-cinematic spaces: Small Park, Veljusa, Terma Bansko, Old
Jewish school, Prevedena, Doyran

z

Summer ﬁlm nights of AsterFest in Skopje
(15 and 16 June at “Mala Stanica” and 25 July at “Cinematheque”)

z

2 August
Wrapping up of Phase I of the Project Rastko - Macedonia (Digital library of culture and tradition of Macedonia)

z

25 September
Screening of DOOR in the presence of the author Juanita Wilson

z

12 and 13 December
KNUT HAMSUN – Norwegian ﬁlms in Strumica

z

21 December
Screening of FILM by Beckett (commemorating 20 years since the death of
Samuel Beckett)

2010
z

January
Christmas presentation of the ﬁrst ﬁlms about JESUS by Ferdinand Zecca
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